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CAMPUS REG'S PLANS RESPOND 
TO CLUB SPORTS CONTROVERSY 
Allison Daniel The situation for this happening again. classes out there. Students ue £ofum,hfro1n the 
Sports Editor year was rather dire, with A large part of the plan would also be able to check University of South Carolina
Campus Rec and other is centered on the Snow out equipment from this new 
Since early October, organizations having to Family Outdoor Fitness and facility and offer training for had a eureka moment. Using
club and intramural sports scramble to locate field space Wellness Center. Housed students who want to go 
a honeybee pheromone called 
teams have been struggling for these teams to practice within this facility is the out on the water. "It serves nasonov, Derrick created a spray 
to find time and space to and play on. Many of these LoConte Family Field, a set a lot of purposes which we called Swarm Commander 
practice and play. After a spaces were not ideal for the of artificial fields donated by are really happy about," 
to attract honeybees to a 
combination of parking and teams and the times often the LoConte family. These Frock said. designated area. It is now sold 
tailgating during a torrential made it difficult for teams to fields were not an option in In addition to this across the United States and 
rain storm, several of the be able to practice as a unit. the fall because they were multipurpose facility, a internationally in Australia,
fields used by these teams "We really lost the club not lit and therefore could newer addition to the plan is 
New Zealand and Sweden. 
were destroyed. This caused season in many aspects. In not hold practices in the a new field to be built within 
Derrick also began selling 
several of the teams to terms of not having students evenings. Now, the fields are the Snow Center. By adding protective suits, smokers, hive 
virtually lose their seasons, ready because they couldn't lit and fully functioning. this field, the project crossed Andrew Moore frames and his pheromone 
or at the very least had less practice, they couldn't "When [LoConte] the one million dollar Guest Columnist liquids through an online store. 
than ideal conditions to condition, they just couldn't isn't being used by a club threshold which means it 
But as orders piled up, so did 
compete under. get their things together," or intramural team . . . we will need approval from 
Most people would the complaints from his family
David Frock of Frock said. are working to have staff the state before it can be 
flee from a dark cloud of that the house smelled like 
Campus Rec expressed his With this year coming members out there every built. The timetable for the 
honeybees buzzing around Swarm Commander. 
thoughts on the loss of field to a close, Campus Rec hour for open recreation," completion of this project is 
them. Scott Derrick relishes He had to expand. 
space by saying "I think this is trying to look forward Frock said. roughly two years. 
the frenetic buzz - at least Derrick opened a 
is the biggest trauma we've to next year and provide There are also plans to The upper and lower 
when he's dressed in a full­ successful brick-and-mortar 
had, certainly in my time immediate solutions for renovate other areas within intramural fields were the 
body protective suit. shop in Blythewood a month 
at Clemson, and I want to the fall while having a the Snow facility including ones that received most 
The 39-year-old Blythewood ago, making it the third 
make sure we talk about larger plan to prevent replacing the barn and of the damage and only 
man is a beekeeper and a beekeeping supply store to
how to fix that." incidents like this from allowing for better space for recently reopened for play. 
businessman. Derrick spent open in the Midlands. It has 
The problem with the upper 
18 years creating flavors for become the meeting place for 
intramural fields is that 
Lance foods and fragrances the Blythewood Beekeepers
this problem can happen 
for Yankee Candle and Bath Association, a group he started 
again at any time due to 
& Body Works before trading two years ago for the area's 
drainage issues that need to 
his corporate job for more time beekeepers.
be addressed. 
at home with his family and a Danny Cannon, owner 
According to Frock, this 
new hobby of beekeeping. of Bee Trail Farm, said the 
field is crucial because it is 
"My grandfathers kept new store has made bee season 
the largest field available for 
honeybees when I was younger, "less stressful" because he 
club and intramural sports 
and it always intrigued me. But can get supplies faster if he 
and is also made of real grass 
I never got to do much with forgets something.
which allows teams such 
them because I was so young. Derrick loves that he is 
as rugby to host matches. 
And that memory always sat in able to help his clients. But it 
Campus Rec is pushing to 
the back of my mind. So I just is his love for the honeybee that 
have the renovations to this 
started one day," Derrick said. drives his work. 
field completed by fall. 
In 2004, Derrick started "Honeybees are so important
To show exactly how 
a honeybee removal service to the human race. Our diets 
much field space was lost 
called Blythewood Bee Co. would be so different without 
after the Notre Dame 
Since then, he's climbed into them because they pollinate 
game, Frock provided some 
attics, up trees and into other our fruits and vegetables,"
actual numbers. Before 
uncomfortable spaces to he said. 
LoConte was added, there 
remove buzzing hives plaguing Saving the honeybee 
were 11.7 4 acres of field 
residents. Honeybees are not native to the 
space available for club and 
Around this time, Americas and were first brought 
intramural sports. In the fall 
Derrick also translated his to North America by English
after LoConte was added, 
olfactory abilities into products settlers in 1622. Although
but without lights, there 
for beekeepers. not native to the American 
were 14.49 acres. After the 
After three years of trial­ landscape, wild colonies of 
S«CLUBSPOIITSonA2 and-error experiments, he See HONEY BEE on A2Campus Rec. plans to renovate the Snow Center by building a new field. 
Raising awareness ofsexual assault 
•one event at a ti1ne 
Justin Lee Campbell effort of faculty, staff and while she was walking home blaming and denial that creates limpness ofhis body indicated rape myths to be debunked, 
News Editor students to raise awareness at night. perfect storm conditions to Mousseau that he was according to Women 
about sexual assault. "Since the 1970s in for predators to prey with probably drugged. Against Violence Against 
One in four women will "The SAAM Planning the United States, TBTN impunity," according to According to the Women (WAVAW). 
be sexually assaulted before Committee will be tabling has focused on eliminating thehuntinggroundfilm.com. National Sexual Violence Fallon also encouraged 
they graduate, according to throughout the month with sexual and domestic violence Ticketing for "The Resource Center (NSVRC), students to "[h]elp spread the 
the Association of American ribbons, buttons and other in all forms," the website Hunting Ground" begins at 7 one in 71 men will be raped word and post on social media 
Universities. Additionally, items," Fallon said. said. "Thousands of colleges, p.m., and the movie starts at 8 in their lifetime. Additionally, about the events." Students 
one in 16 college men will be Several events will take domestic violence shelters and p.m. Free popcorn and drinks "one in six boys will be can use #SAAM. 
sexually assaulted. place over the month ofApril. rape crisis centers have held will be provided. sexually abused before they Undergraduate student 
Sexual Assault Awareness The Take Back the Night events all over the country." Fraternity and Sorority turn 18 years old." body President-elect Joey 
Month (SAAM) is April. (TBTN) walk will occur on The march starts at 7 Life will host male sexual Mousseau now writes Wilson is on the SAAM 
Clemson's Office of Access April 7. The TBTN campaign p.m. Those who want to assault survivor Tim Mousseau and speaks across the Planning Committee. 
and Equity is working began when women from all participate can meet at the on April 11. According to country about being a "The main objective is 
with the SAAM Planning over the world assembled Horseshoe near Wendy's. an article by Rachel Wagner male sexual assault survivor to promote the It's On Us 
Committee to promote the to talk about the safety of "The Hunting Ground" on thecaptainslog.org, and the associated stigma. Movement, which means 
month on campus. women while walking on will be screened in McKissick Mousseau didn't know he Mousseau will be speaking in educating students about 
The Office of Access public streets " [ d]ecades ago Theatre by CLEMSONLiVE was assaulted in college until Tillman Auditorium starting consent and being active 
and Equity "monitors the in Europe," according to on April 8. The film is a two years after the incident. at 7:30 p.m. bystanders, telling students 
University's compliance with takebackthenight.org. TBNT documentary about how He received anonymous Fallon said that students about on and off campus 
all federal, state and University supporters marched in 1973 colleges handle sexual assaults letters for two years about can also participate in the resources and creating a 
policies related to equitable to protest pornography in on campus. personal life events before a campaign by wearing denim more supportive campus 
treatment and unlawful San Francisco and the serial "Scrutinizing the gamut letter with photos was sent on April 20. environment for survivors," 
discrimination," according murders of women of color of elite ivies, state universities to him. "Denim Day was created Wilson said. 
to its website. Megan Fallon, in Los Angeles. They marched and small colleges, filmmakers "Inside the envelope to protest the idea that For more information, 
Interpersonal Violence in Philadelphia in 1975 Kirby Dick and Amy Ziering were pictures of me being victims are assaulted based on contact Interpersonal 
Prevention Coordinator, following the brutal stabbing reveal an endemic system sexually assaulted," Mousseau what they wear," Fallon said. Violence Prevention 
said the SAAM Planning and murder of microbiologist of institutional cover-ups, said in the article. "I had no Victim-blaming via fashion Coordinator Megan Fallon at 
Committee is a collaborative Susan Alexander Speech rationalizations, victim- memory of it," he said. The choices is one of several mrfallo@clemson.edu. 
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Beekeepers fight to save bees by raising colonies and educating the public. 
HONEY BEE from Al 
was reported. Department announced $8 businesses like mine can help 
Derrick blames large million in incentives to farmers bring back the honeybee." 
corporations such as Bayer in five states who designate parts Interested residents who 
and Monsanto for their oftheir land for honeybees. The attended the class feel more 
use of neonicotinoids, an Agricultural Department also confident about starting their 
insecticide used to control provided $3 million to reseed own hives. 
various pests, a charge the Midwest pastures with alfalfa "I went to get more 
corporations deny. and clover, providing food information so that I could 
"Seeds are coded with for honeybees. have a better than average 
these products and they're In South Carolina, chance at sustainable success," 
destroying our honeybees. Clemson University and the said Hugh Staples, owner 
Until the government stops South Carolina Agriculture of a Columbia landscaping 
being reactionary, change will Department established an business. "I feel better equipped 
be rough," Derrick said. "We online program in 2014 that than I -did before because ofhis 
need to ban neonicotinoids like allows the state's beekeepers willingness to stop and answer 
Europe did." and farmers to compare notes my questions, which a lot of 
There is one threat that on the locations of hives and people don't do because of a 
South Carolina beekeepers areas designated for pesticide to tight schedule. But he did." 
didn't see coming- regulation. avoid poisoning. South Carolina businesses 
West Columbia E<lua1ting the people have been holding courses since 
considered an ordinance South Carolina businesses are the 1990s. 
last year that would require addressing the honeybee issue Bee Well Honey 
the city's beekeepers to hold through education. Farm and Supply in 
a permit. It also sought to Derrick recently started Pickens has been holding 
implement lot size regulations teaching beginner courses instructional classes for 
- 7,500 square feet for one to residents interested in interested residents and veteran 
hive and 5,000 square feet beekeeping. His first class, beekeepers since it was founded 
bees spread quickly as white 
settlers moved out across 
the continent. 
Since the 1940s, the 
number of managed honeybee 
colonies in the United States 
has declined from 5 million 
to 2.5 million because of 
various threats invasive 
species, diseases, pesticides and 
habitat destruction, according 
to the U.S. Department 
ofAgriculture. 
About three-fourths 
of the world's food crops 
depend on pollination, 
according to a report released 
by the United Nations 
Intergovernmental Science­
Policy Platform on Biodiversity 
and Ecosystem Services. 
And more than 40 percent 
of invertebrate pollinators 
- bees and butterflies - are 
"facing extinction." 
In South Carolina, an 
average colony loss of 22.9 
percent was reported in 2011, 
according to the Bee Informed 
Partnership, which is part of 
a USDA-sponsored research 
program. In 2012, an average 
colony loss of 41.4 percent 
was reported, making South 
Carolina 13th out of 50 states 
with the worst colony loss. 
And in 2013, the last year data 
was made available, an average 
colony loss of 29.5 percent 
for an additional hive. The 
ordinance was abandoned 
afrer the Mid-State Beekeepers 
Association formed a grassroots 
response ro educate the city's 
planning committee. 
Solutions have been 
organized to solve the 
honeybee conundrum. 
President Obama 
established the first-ever federal 
pollinator strategy last June. 
Because ofthis, the Agricultural 
held on March 19, included 
a history of the honeybee, 
information about the 
threats and solutions, and 
beekeeping basics. 
"Honeybees are social 
insects and beekeepers are 
social people. So they're kind 
of a perfect match," Derrick 
said. "And the number of 
interested residents who have 
come through . the doors has 
been astounding. So I think 
in 1999. 
Kerry Owens, owner 
of Bee Well Honey Farm 
and Supply, said courses are 
"great for promoting the 
honeybees" and that they have 
the potential to become a 
family hobby. 
Other companies, 
including The Carolina Honey 
Bee Co. in Travelers Rest and 
Bee Trail Farm in Lexington, 
also hold courses. 
CLUB SPORTS from Al 
Notre Dame game, all that 
was left was the 2. 75 acres 
of LoConte field which was 
unable to be utilized due to 
lack of lights. 
There is a project 
underway to get some of 
this acreage back and be 
back to where it was before 
the destruction of the fields 
in October. 
A soccer sized field 
is being planned along 
Perimeter Road near 
Lightsey. The field was 
originally supposed to be 
larger but due to some 
complications had to be 
reduced. This area will not 
accommodate certain club 
sports such as rugby which 
require a larger field. It will 
be made of real grass and is 
scheduled to be completed 
sometime in September. A 
second, larger field is also 
being planned to house 
those sports which need a 
larger field. These two fields 
will become the primary 
club sports fields to replace 
the ones lost. 
Frock stressed that 
Athletics have been willing 
to help. "Our partners in 
Athletics have been very 
gracious, they have worked 
with us." The Athletic 
Department mirrored the 
sentiment and said "We 
value and appreciate our 
club sports programs and 
have worked and continue to 
work with campus to provide 
areas for their events." 
The synthetic fields 
are resistant to weather 
conditions and the real grass 
lots being built will not be 
open for parking during 
football events. For the 
upper and lower intramural 
fields, that will continued to 
be used for parking, Campus 
Rec is proposing a plan to 
fix drainage systems, plant 
a grass that will be more 
resistant to the traffic as well 
as a plan to limit the amount 
of driving on the fields. 
"This is a process," 
Frock said. "We will give you 
the absolute best recreational 
program services as we can 
with the resources we have." 
Hannah Halusker 
Contributor 
from different senses, on 
maintaining consciousness. 
pathways differed depending 
on what state the brain 
During the spring, flowers like this one at the Botanical Gardens are in full bloom. 
W J I TU Ell AS 
PHOTO OF THE DAV? TWEET@THETIGERCU 
WITH #POTO. 
Suppose it's Thursday 
night and you're in bed. 
Your roommate is talking to 
you about the football team's 
chances for the fall, but just 
when they predict a Tiger 
playoff berth, you drift off 
to sleep. 
Enzo Tagliazucchi, a 
physicist at the Institute for 
Medical Psychology in Kiel, 
Germany, might explain why 
you fell asleep during the 
conversation by suggesting 
that your neurons are 
too disconnected. 
In the Journal of the 
Royal Society Interface, 
Tagliazucchi and colleagues 
suggest that there is a 
specific balance between 
brain signaling pathways 
that causes consciousness to 
arise. The finding is based 
on six years of research on 
the neuronal pathways of 
the brain which prompt the 
sleep state. 
Earlier studies 
recognized the importance 
of cortical integration, 
which is the brain's 
ability to simultaneously 
juggle multiple inputs 
Even though the brain 
still processes inputs while 
we sleep, it can't make 
sense of reality when we're 
unconscious. Cue the 
foundation of Tagliazucchi 
and colleagues' latest study. 
While inside a 
functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) 
scanner, 12 test subjects 
were given a dose of the 
drug Propofol, which is 
used in surgery to induce 
unconsciousness. An fMRI 
scanner measures brain 
activity by monitoring blood 
flow with radio wave energy 
and a magnetic field. When 
a neuron fires, an fMRI can 
take an image of the brain's 
activated regions . 
In Tagliazucchi 
and colleagues' study, 
images were taken of the 
test subjects in states of 
consciousness, prolonged 
sedation, unconsciousness 
and then recovery back 
to consciousness. It's no 
surprise that the researchers 
found considerable variation 
in brain activity between 
conscious and unconscious 
states. However, the utilized 
=i= 
was in. 
While conscious, the 
brain seemed to activate 
a number of neuronal 
pathways. Once the 
Propofol took effect, this 
number was lowered until 
the brain operated the 
same pathways repeatedly. 
The brain also showed 
diminished connectivity 
between neurons in the 
unconscious state. 
The results of the 
study may indicate that 
consciousness occurs when 
the brain is able to explore 
its pathways as methodically 
as possible, a balance that 
Tagliazucchi and colleagues 
call "a critical point." 
Further research by the 
team aims to understand 
what causes the brain to 
transition to and from the 
critical point (i.e. between 
states of consciousness 
and unconsciousness). In 
doing so, it might one 
day be possible to wake a 
coma patient. 
For the time being, we 
can just focus on keeping you 
awake for your roommate's 
next conversation. 
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PATH TO NOMINATION: Longshot candidates hope to coniefroni behind 
Mark Ritterpusch hope for him at this to Cleveland for the by Trump. Ted Cruz is symbolism" as Mr. the three proportional 
Columnist point is that Trump also Republican National affected by this rule as Sanders himself said, states by significant 
still has a long way to go Convention, current well, but with the victory and the three victories margins, drastically 
John Kasich and to secure the nomination rules state that you in Utah he currently has are certainly wins for limiting the delegates 
Bernie Sanders are still as well. must have a victory wins in seven territories, the campaign, many Clinton was able to 
running what seem to While Trump saw a in at least eight states and will likely pick up at believe it is roo little too attain from the day. 
be futile campaigns big victory in Arizona on or territories to be least one more before the late. Even discounting If Sanders is able to 
for their respective March 22, he also saw a allowed to run at said race is finished. superdelegates (who are keep this momentum 
parties' nominations. large defeat in the state convention. This rule On Saturday the all but certain to support going the Democratic 
Despite his big win of Utah, which went was put in place when newly dubbed 'Birdie the Clinton campaign nomination will 
in Ohio over Spring to the Cruz campaign. Ron Paul atrempted ro Sanders' saw a glimmer unless Sanders can pull likely be decided by 
Break, John Kasich Utah is a massive win usurp Mitt Romney as of hope with victories off a miracle) Sanders the superdelegates. 
has already passed the for both Cruz and the party's nominee in in Alaska, Hawaii and is still trailing by a Between slim 
point in the primary Kasich, as at this point 2012. The convention's Washington State. While few hundred delegates hopes for a brokered 
where he can win any Trump loss makes it rules committee meets giving a speech to a entering the final leg of convention and 
enough delegates to that much more likely before the convention massive crowd in Seattle the race. "Birdie" Sander's slim 
secure the Republican a contested convention every year but any major a bird flew down and While this is hopes for converting 
nomination outright. will be held. change to the rules that landed on the candidate's daunting, it is not superdelegates both 
Kasich only has 143 There is one late in the game would podium, giving rise to impossible for Sanders longshots still have 
of the 1,200 delegates more major hurdle for send red flags to the the latest of the internet's to still pull out a a realistic, albeit 
needed. However, the Kasich campaign Trump campaign and viral photos and his victory. One thing is difficult, road to their 
his campaign is still however. Even if Cruz open the doors for a new nickname. certain, he did exactly nominations. 
proceeding in full force. and Kasich are able to possible attempt at a While the bird what he needed to do This election is still 
The only glimmer of bring the campaign third party candidacy provided some "powerful on Saturday: winning anyone's game. 
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Grappling with the future of Artificial Intelligence 
David Spearman 
Outlook Editor 
Today, the Go 
world championships. 
Tomorrow, the world. 
For those that 
don't know, AlphaGo, 
a Go-playing computer 
designed by London­
based Google subsidiary 
DeepMind, recently 
defeated Lee Sedol 9p. 
Lee's 9p or "ninth dan" 
rating places him high 
among those who can be 
considered world-class 
professional Go players. 
AlphaGo defeated 
him four games to one. 
· For defeating Sedol, 
AlphaGo was awarded 
honorary 9p status. 
For many who study 
AI and the future of 
computing, proficiency 
at Go was considered to 
be one of the last hurdles 
before computers started 
to overtake humans at 
everyday tasks. This is 
because; unlike more 
trivial games like tic-tac­
toe or even Chess, Go 
absolutely defies brute­
force reasoning. 
For those trivial 
games, it is possible to 
model all possible moves 
in order to determine 
which yields the highest 
probability of winning. 
However, with Go, a 
stone can be placed 
on any unoccupied 
intersection in the 19x 19 
grid. The possibility 
space is simply too big 
to model in a short time 
frame. To succeed at Go, 
a computer can't simply 
choose from the best of 
all possibilities. Instead, 
it's faced with the far 
harder task of narrowing 
down the possibility 
space from all the 
different possibilities to 
only the best ones which 
can be quickly checked. 
AlphaGo's success is 
the next step in a series, 
which includes IBM's 
Watson and Google's 
self-driving cars which 
indicate a distinct trend. 
The logical end point of 
this trend is true, artificial 
general intelligence 
(AGI): computers which 
outclass humans, not 
at some things, but 
at everything. 
I usually try to avoid 
excessive excitability in 
this column but I won't 
lie now. As exciting as 
this development is, I 
also find it terrifying. 
I find it terrifying 
because, as a computer 
science major, I know 
how stupid computers 
can be. If you tell 
a computer to start 
counting but neglect to 
tell it when to stop, it 
won't. This idea imposed 
on true AGI isn't as 
science-fiction- esq ue 
as it sounds because it 
would make for really 
bad reading. 
It wouldn't take 
a mad scientist trying 
to destroy the world or 
Skynet gomg crazy", 
all it would take is 
someone telling an AGI 
to paint all cars in the 
world pink but fail to 
specify the endpoints 
or constraints. 
The possible failure 
scenarios for this scenario 
includes, but is by no 
means limited to the 
trivial, including the 
AI painting all cars red 
because red is close to 
pink; the tragic, such 
as the AI murdering 
someone because they 
happened to be standing 
between the painter­
bot and the nearest 
unpainted car; to the 
cataclysmic, such as the AGI will emerge in the island somewhere, with 
AI creating nano-bots next year but I think pay competitive with 
whose sole purpose is to it would be the most top hedge funds, where 
create pink cars and who blatant folly not to people could collaborate 
consume all the Earth's consider the possibility on researching parts 
matter to do so. of their coming into of the Artificial 
In this world being in the next 100 General Intelligence 
where computers are years. That means it's problem without the 
ubiquitous, the prospect time to start thinking publication of their work 
of AGI emerging is not through the risks of automatically moving 
dissimilar to the idea of AGI now, while we still us closer to the end of 
giving everyone in the have time. the world." 
world access to nuclear AI researcher Eliezer This doesn't seem 
launch codes. It won't Yudkowsky said that if he too much to ask to ensure 
even take malice to were made god-emperor, that the world's still here 
destroy the world, idiocy one of his top priorities 200 years from now. Can 
will more than suffice. would be to create "a we please stop acting like 
I don't think that Manhattan Project on an it is? 
A.I. advancement has led to concerns over potential uprisings ofrobots. 
ii I,: l . -
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Next season critical/or 1nen's basketball, Brownell 
Cole Little he is running out of time in November, pathetic in Tigers were forced to play their out this season due to NCM in 2016-17, as the rapid 
Columnist in Clemson. December, spectacular in home games in Greenville transfer rules, will help dissipation that occurred in 
After going 1 7-14 overall January and sub-par in all season long can serve as bolster the backcourt. Expect the latter half of this season's 
"Am I disappointed in and 10-8 in conference play, February and March. something of an excuse for rising sophomore point guard conference play simply will 
what we've been able to do the Tigers were not invited to This inconsistency the lackluster play displayed Ty Hudson to contribute not cut it. Coach Brownell 
the last couple of years? I participate in any postseason displayed by the Tigers has off and on throughout the in a big way next season, as has done an excellent job in 
certainly am. But I think we're tournaments, a dismaying end plagued Brownell since he year. But with their return to well. Scott Spencer, a small the recrumng department 
right there." to what appeared in January took over as head coach in Littlejohn this coming season, forward out of Saint George, in recent years, including 
Brad Brownell, the as a promising season. That 2010. Clemson did earn a much more will be expected Virginia, has committed to hauling in talented transfers, 
Clemson Tigers men's was when the Tigers defeated berth into the Big Dance that of Clemson. Clemson for this coming but that must translate into 
basketball coach, recently three ranked opponents season and even garnered a Even if star forward season, and he should on-court success if Clemson 
made this remark in in a row for the first time first round victory, but the Jaron Blossomgame opts to definitely pick up some of the men's basketball is to stay 
an interview following ever, setting the stage for Tigers have not been back go pro, the Tigers will still slack left by Blossomgame's competitive and relevant in 
Clemson's fifth straight what looked like a run to since, making next season boast plenty of talent next departure, should he choose the exceptionally deep ACC. 
season not playing in March Madness. seem like a make-or-break year. Donte Grantham and to leave. Expectations will be running 
the NCM Tournament. The season as a whole, year for Brownell. Avry Holmes will be back in The bottom line is that high in Tigertown come 
While Brownell's appeasing however, ended up being Of course, the fact the fold to lead the team and the Tigers have no excuse November, and it will be on 
statement that the Tigers are one long rollercoaster ride. that, due to renovations at shooting guard Marcquise not to seriously compete Brownell and crew to rise to 
"right there" may be true, The Tigers looked decent Littlejohn Coliseum, the Reed, who was forced to sit for a bid to the Big Dance the occasion. 
Tigers look to 
bounce back 
against Paladins 
Cle-mson carries 17-6 record 
into -midweek -match-up 
Matthew Bridges 
Asst. Sports Editor 
After being swept away 
by the Miami Hurricanes 
over the weekend, the 
Clemson baseball team 
looks to face off against 
the Paladins of Furman 
on Tuesday at Fluor Field 
in Greenville. Despite the 
weekend loss, Clemson has 
had an outstanding start to 
the season, attaining a 17-6 
record overall. 
The Tigers exceeded 
expectations early and they 
went into this weekend 
ranked No. 12 in the nation 
after starting the season 
unranked. The losses to 
Miami will hurt the Tigers 
in the polls, but falling 
to the No. 4 team on the 
road should not strike a 
devastating blow to what has 
been a great season so far. A 
victory in a non-conference 
game, such as the one 
against Furman, would be a 
big momentum builder for 
Clemson, and a loss wouldn't 
hurt their conference record. 
Furman is coming off 
of a 5-3 loss against Samford 
on Saturday, and they now 
hold a 10-13 record for the 
season. The Furman pitching 
staff has been a big part of 
their losing record as they 
have an earned run average 
(ERA) of 5.66 while allowing 
a .269 batting average to 
opponents. On the other 
hand, the Paladins' hitting is 
a primary reason for their ten 
wins on the season. Furman 
averages 5.5 runs per game, 
a .288 batting average and 
a .353 on base percentage. 
Look for Jabari Richards and 
Jordan Simpson to do much 
of the damage, if any, against 
Clemson's pitching staff. 
These two hitters combine for 
a third of Furman's RBIs and 
have .395 and .372 batting 
averages, respectively. 
Clemson should have 
no trouble with the Paladins 
if they can go back to playing 
like they have so far all 
season. The Tigers' pitching 
staff has been phenomenal, 
holding a 3.06 ERA and an 
opponent batting average 
of .230. The bullpen did 
struggle this weekend against 
the Hurricanes but their 
numbers remain impressive. 
Meanwhile, Clemson's 
hitting has also been stellar 
with a .288 batting average, 
. 392 on base percentage 
and a little above seven 
runs per game. Freshman 
phenome Seth Beer is 
leading the Clemson hitters 
by a landslide. He has a 
.423 batting average and 
a .523 on base percentage. 
The Clemson hitters also 
struggled a bit against 
Miami, but they were still 
able to score 18 runs against 
the Canes, including seven 
home runs. Look for this 
Clemson lineup to explode 
against Furman's struggling 
pitching staff. 
The one area of 
concern for the Tigers was 
frequently on display in the 
series against Miami. The 
Tigers have been plagued 
early in the season by 
costly errors. So far on the 
season they have had 33 
in only 23 games. Errors 
are going to happen, but 
the real problem is that 
they seem to come in 
bunches and they always hurt 
Clemson. Against Miami on 
Saturday evening, the Tigers 
committed three errors, two 
of which led to runs being 
scored, which ultimately 
cost them the game. It hurts 
even more that Clemson has 
a young pitching staff that is 
going to rely heavily on the 
defense stepping up behind 
them. If the Tigers want 
to make a serious run this 
season, they have to clean up 
their defense . 
After a series loss against 
the Hurricanes, a win against 
the Paladins will give the 
Tigers some momentum 
heading into their game 
the very next day against 
Western Carolina. Following 
their trip to North Carolina, 
Clemson will travel back 
home to play an ACC series 
against Pittsburgh starting 
Friday, April 1. 
.. 
Freshman right fielder Seth Beer (28) has hit 11 home runs so far this season. 
TEA LEADERS OFFENSIVELY 
I f 
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AWAY BY 
HURRICANES 
Clemson suffers first series 
loss against Miami Clemson infielders take the field during a game at Doug K.ingsmore Stadium. 
Colin Halm way back over the next few six straight innings until ball against the heavy­ the weekend. the season). Okey had a solo 
Contributor innings to take an 8-7 lead the eleventh inning when hitting Miami Hurricanes, Clemson continued the home run in the ninth to 
going into the bottom of the the Hurricanes bunted over but it wasn't enough. Alex anemic defensive play on bring the score to 10-5. Beer 
The No. 17 Clemson ninth. With one out and a a runner to second to get Bostic picked up his second Sunday, providing little also homered in the second 
Tigers played a hard runner on second, Bostic into scoring position, a consecutive loss. assistance to the pitching inning bringing his total 
fought series this past threw a fastball off the plate move which paid off when Clemson hitting was staff, and committing three to 11, top in the ACC. He 
weekend against the No. that was crushed to left field Edgar Michelangeli singled stifled and scattered for most more errors to bring the is also now only four home 
5 Miami Hurricanes. The to score the winning runs series total to 10. The game runs shy of the Clemson 
Tigers ultimately lost, but for the Canes. It was Bostic's was well within reach for the freshman record with the//////////////////////////////////////////////
showed they can still play first loss as a closer this year. Tigers going into the fifth majority of the season still 
competitively against the The Tiger hitters had a inning. Clemson was losing ahead of him. 
best in the nation. Only time good day as Chase Pinder 3-1 when Eubanks walked The key takeaways from 
will tell, but this series could and Chris Okey both hit Zack Collins and Jacob this series are that, while the''As a team, the 
potentially be a precursor home runs, and the top Heyward (brother of current Tigers are a better team than 
to the ACC regional four hitters combined for Chicago Cubs outfielder they showed on the field,Tigers hit seventournament coming later seven of the Tigers' 10 hits. Jason Heyward). Johnny they are still very young and 
this year. Defensively, the Tigers made Ruiz then singled to add error-prone. Against the 
Clate Schmidt got the four errors which almost put another run. Schnell came high-caliber teams in thehome runs againststart for the Tigers going 3.1 the game out of reach. in to replace Eubanks and ACC, the mistakes they have 
innings and allowing five Saturday was a tough loss forced a fielder's choice. made all season cost them. 
runs (three earned) on seven to swallow for the Tigers. With two outs, Peter The good news for the Tigers the Hurricanes." 
hits with two strikeouts. After scoring two runs in Crocitto popped up to is that they never were out of 
Schmidt had all the usual the first inning, on another Reed Rohlman. Rohlman any of the games they played 
stuff working for him the Seth Beer home run, Miami then dropped the ball and and the offense was able to 
first time through the order, scored once in every inning the inning extended long claw their way back every//////////////////////////////////////////////
but once the Hurricane up to the fourth. Clemson enough for the Hurricanes to time the game seemed out 
hitters got a glimpse of him, tied the game in the sixth on score three more runs. That of reach.to right field to plate the of the game as the home 
they went to work racking a two-run homer by Chris fifth inning ended up being For Monte Lee'swinning run. runs were the only time 
up .five hits and five runs in Williams, his first of the too much for the Tigers to young team, this was aCharlie Barnes was the Clemson put together two 
the fourth inning to take the year. Williams has struggled recover from. learning experience. starter for Clemson giving consecutive hits at a time. 
lead 5-2. Pat Krall appeared thus far in the season batting Pinder continues to The Tigers' next game isup four runs (two earned) in Clemson also continued 
in relief to finish the fourth to a dismal .182 average impress as both a leadoff against Furman on Tuesday,3.2 innings on four hits and to struggle defensively as 
inning, but the damage had without any walks at all. man and power bat, going March 29 at Fluor Field. Thefive walks, punching out five. they committed three more 
been done. Tiger pitchers kept 4-5 on the day with two starting time is scheduledClemson relievers combined errors to bring the weekend 
Clemson climbed their the Hurricanes quiet for solo home runs (eight for for 7 p.m. for six innings of four-hit total up to seven over 
/ 
This means next in line to b-
This is a P.OP.ular measure of, the P.OWeli of a hitter. 
calculated divided 
ENJOY WRlilNG? 
TS@GMAIL.CGM FOR MORE IN~QRMAT/()N~ 
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PUT ABOW ON IT IIB~SE BF BARS 
Partfive in a series offive 
Matt Spadaro of me crashing down. It has continue the vicious cycle 
Asst. AdManager permeated my being since I and I hope to God one of the 
can remember "being," and guys doesn't say something 
I have never felt my age. I'm unsure of why I was during this week and that 
Ever. It's almost as if I had handed this. Regardless, I can just escape it without 
impatience pre-programmed everyone is .dealt cards they hearing an innocent joke 
into me prior to my birth. don't want and it's my cross that will haunt me into my 
When I was in elementary to bear. 30s because that very same 
school, I wanted to be in My typical day begins God knows I'll still be doing 
middle school; when I was with spending way too this then if I can't figure out 
in middle school, I wanted much time getting dressed a way to change things and 
to be in high school; when for fear of a single inch of I know I need help but that 
I was in high school, I didn't me looking out of place, relinquishes control and I 
even bother wondering something I thought losing a can't have that, not when 
about college, as I already marginal number of pounds I've built a more beautiful 
wanted to jump right last year would alleviate. wall around myself and 
into the world of the auto Fat chance, and thanks in this issue than any lunatic 
business. College to me, advance for allowing me one presidential candidate can 
though the most enjoyable bad pun. It then moves into promise but can I really do 
time of my life thus far, has me overcommitting myself this for much longer because 
at the same time served as a to tons of different things to I know the people around 
buffer of sorts. I constantly the point that I cannot focus me must be getting just as 
feel like I'm rounding a on myself, half on purpose, tired of it as I am, absolutely 
corner, finding the break I something both long-time exhausted of it and me, and 
need to be successful, only and new friends like to point I can't bear to know that I'm 
to be smacked back down out for me. hurting them, even annoying 
by something I can't - or I then typically drink them with this issue that I 
won't - control. too much coffee because can't escape and if I lay my 
I often wonder how I read somewhere in the head down tonight without 
much sleep the people who seventh grade that it forces caving to late-night eating 
made Hyundai and Kia what everything out of your I might feel fine tomorrow 
they are today lost from system and I usually make but then again I could solve 
similar feelings ofstagnation, time for one more on the that problem if I just ate 
compounded by the fact that way to class. And I kind of enough at the right times 
billions of dollars rode on hope I don't even see anyone instead of convincing myself 
their decisions. because I'm in no shape to not to because I'm utterly 
And yet, I also wonder talk to them because this incapable of following my 
if they knew tackling one is going to be another bad own advice no matter how 
specific issue would solve day isn't it, and I can't talk put together I look. called "TEN," it's time to if I may not have the exact "arrive," and I will too. 
all of the others, bringing about it either because I'm a And then I wake up and acknowledge in black and figure I hope to one day call Soon. 
the tall barriers they faced guy right, it's my fault that repeat the cycle. white that it's time to move my own. About any other To provide a more up­
crumbling to the ground. nothing works because I'm I am by no stretch on. I am lucky to be who I challenge I've faced, I've to-date perspective given 
At the time of this writing, a guy and that must simply an unhappy person. I am am, I'm lucky to have who always told those around that I wrote this in many 
some weeks away from mean I'm lazy but I'll check blessed in ways that can't I have, I'm lucky to look the me that I'd rather smile pieces over a long stretch 
my 21st birthday, I finally a mirror eight hundred times be purchased with family, way I do and I'd be lucky to than frown and I'd rather of time, I've recently found 
feel like my mind may be before I go to sleep and here brothers, friends and have one-hundredth of the laugh than cry. As one of success and am feeling 
forcing me to deal with I am in a multi-million experiences. But I can't help opportunity and resources my favorite professors likes great again thanks to brothers 
that one issue of mine. That dollar house on Spring Break but imagine what might be that are afforded to me. I to say, in reference to the and friends around me 
one thing that would make with 10 of the people I love if I was able to get myself am lucky to have my grey number on a scale or some putting in time and effort to 
every other shortcoming or most in this world not able to a place physically that lmpreza to drive, even infinitesimal irregularity help me get where I need to. 
hardship a little bit easier, to escape even here, here would negate this being an though it isn't a Genesis, in the fit of my clothing, For that, I am ever grateful. 
make me able to mentally in this beautiful place with issue mentally. Lexus LX570, Mercedes­ it's time to put a bow on If you or someone you know 
sort out my everyday life. no responsibility because I Putting it on paper is Benz S550 or any of the it and send it on its way. struggles with issues regarding 
That untouchable topic is tried once again to work out cathartic, healing. Just like other high-priced luxury It didn't happen overnight .body image or dysmorphia­
my weight, the hole in my with regularity before this I did a little over a year ago cars I've explored in this for Hyundai, it happened related anxiety, resources are 
armor that could be tapped trip and it made little to no in this very newspaper in a series. I am lucky to be over a decade. They available through CAPS at 
with a feather and bring all impact as usual and I'll just mental health essay series breathing and healthy, even fought for ten years to (864) 656-245!. 
Loyalty and orgasms: that's almost all women want. And 
food, don't forget the food. 
Not everything is about sex, but let's be clear, a lot is about 
sex. Sex is great. 
It's a great stress reliever when you've had a long day. 
There are times when listening to music just can't relieve as 
much stress as good sex can. However, there is more to a 
relationship than just sexual compatibility. 
I have been in relationships where we could have great 
conversations, but that didn't mean I wanted to have sex with 
them. Now I am in a relationship where not only do we have 
great talks and a healthy sex life, but also we are loyal to each 
other - and food is involved which never hurts. I'm lucky to 
have a beau who satisfies my intellectual and sexual needs. 
Although it seems to me that most of us find ourselves 
settling for either a good orgasm or for having a personal 
connection with our partners. Why is settling something we 
always have to do? 
I have learned make-up sex is the best sex. This beau of 
mine has opinions like no other. Sometimes I want to kill 
him, and I may be able to get away with it because of all of 
the Investigation Discovery shows I watch in my free time. 
But instead of killing him, we settle these arguments like 
adults: naked in the bedroom. I don't mind arguing with him 
when we get to make-up in the bedroom. 
We're learning about each other together, from his 
favorite candy (only the red and green Skittles) to his favorite 
ON THE PROWL 
LIFE IN THE BEDROOM 
• 
• 
candle scent (Yankee's leather candle scent). Not only am I 
learning the little things about him that makes him who he 
is, but also I'm learning how to love him like I have never 
been able to love anyone else. 
This beau loves getting his neck kissed, and I figured out 
that's how to get him to make me scrambled eggs and to 
cuddle throughout the night. So ladies, this is obviously 
the secret to a long lasting relationship. Not only will your 
stomach be filled with eggs at breakfast, but your heart will 
be full of happiness and joy. 
So don't choose between one and the other. 
He can learn how to give you orgasms and understand 
your body, but he can't learn how to be your favorite 
conversation partner. There may be no such thing as a 
perfect relationship or a perfect sex life, but I do believe 
that when you find someone who gives you everything you 
could possibly need, want and more then you should never 
let them go. So, I can honestly say I won't be letting this boy 
go anytime soon. 
I will leave you with this: some of the best moments in 
life are the ones you can't tell anyone about. The rest of this 
story's details will have to stay between me and this beautiful 
boy of mine. 
Photos courtesy of PIXABAY 
/ 
( 
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James Kidd / / TimeOut Editor 
For most people, the essential apps like Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat are good enough for their daily lives, 
and who can blame them? The Apple and Android app stores are filled to the brim with useless nonsense, so 
much so that it is genuinely hard to find the cool little gems. Lucky for you, we at The Tiger did that for you! 
Here are some essential apps that will make your life much easier on a daily basis. 
PUSHBULLET 
Ever received a text on your phone, but couldn't check it since you're in class? Sure, some people are lucky 
enough to have iMessage, but what about those unfortunates that are stuck with Windows or an Android 
phone? Lucky for you, Pushbullet is here to save the day! By downloading both the mobile app and browser 
extension, Pushbullet allows for sending and receiving SMS messages from your computer, even notifications 
regarding phone calls and other apps. Even better, you can also send flies and links between your phone and 
computer with ease, which makes Pushbullet all the more essential for PC/Android users. 
RUN PEE 
. Let's face it: everyone has had to worriedly run out of the movie theater in a mad dash to the bathroom 
because they chugged too much Coke waiting through all the trailers, only to find that they missed a big 
action sequence or vital plot points. The developers of Run Pee feel your pain though, and designed an app 
that gives you descriptions of optimal points to run to the john without missing too much information. Not 
only that, but if you are curious about what you missed, the app also gives a quick summary of things that 
might have been important later on in the movie, so you don't have to harass your friends when you come 
back. With the app being constantly updated daily with the latest releases, Run Pee is a no brainer for movie 
fanatics with smaller bladders. 
SLEEP BOT 
As college students, getting an appropriate amount of sleep is already a struggle, and sometimes even when 
you get the recommended amount, you still feel awful. Enter Sleep Bot. Using your phone's accelerometer, 
Sleep Bot tracks and analyzes your sleeping patterns, calmly waking you up whenever you reach the optimal 
10 hours of rest. Need to wake up at an earlier time? You can also set an alarm that will wake you up before 
or around that time based on when you are in your earliest sleep phase. While this might sound a little 
hokey, apps such as this have been supported by sizable scientific evidence, and since when is sleeping better 
ever a bad thing? 
SLIDE JOY 
Everyone likes free money, right? Give Slide Joy a try then! This app puts an ad or a news story in front of 
your phone's lock screen, with a swipe to the left getting you more info about it, and a swipe to the right 
gets it out of the way. While this might sound annoying more than anything, with every swipe you earn 
a penny, and if you're as social media obsessed like me, those will certainly rack up over time to a pretty 
sizable amount. At the end of the month, you can choose to cash out your earnings to get gifr cards to stores 
such as Amazon and Starbucks, or you can directly put it into a Paypal account too. If you're feeling extra 
generous, you can also choose to donate your earnings to a charity ofyour choice. While you probably won't 
get anything more than seven dollars a month, it is always nice to have a little extra cash in your pocket, 
however small. 
SWACKETT 
There are tons ofweather apps out there today, but they don't really matter all that much when it randomly 
starts raining while you're wearing flip flops or when the temperature suddenly drops by twenty degrees 
when you are jacketless come nighttime. With Swackett though, you will never be caught by surprise by a 
quick weather change ever again. Analyzing the weather for the entire day for the rest of the week, Swackett 
will give you a full recommendation on what you should wear on days, as well as what you might want to 
bring later on in the day. In addition, it also gives you advice on optimal conditions to take your dog for a 
walk, or the most fashionable clothing to wear out in the current temperature or weather conditions. 
,-
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Pasatientpos
CROSSWORD 
Across 
I - Slovenly person; 
5 - Release; 
IO - Precious stones; 
I 4 - _ contendere; 
15 - At right angles to a ships 
length; 
16 -Ashtabula's lake; 
17 - Banned orchard spray; 
18 - Big name in vermouth; 
19 - _ dancing is popular 
with cowboys!; 
20 - Employment seekers may 
pound it; 
22-Soggy; 
24-Father; 
25 - "_She Lovely?"; 
26 - Japanese robe; 
29 - Connect with; 
33 - Make_ for oneself, 
34 - Butter alternative; 
36 - Bit of resistance; 
37 - Metal container used for 
frying; 
38-Bedeck; 
39 - Get thee _ nunnery; 
40-Young_; 
41 - Fixes illegally; 
42 - Newly made; 
44 - Seesaws; 
47 - Sickness at the stomach; 
48 - Rapper born Tracy 
Marrow; 
49 - Eyeball; 
50 - Shorthand pros; 
5 3 - Precede; 
58 - Hold on!; 
59 - Actress Shire; 
li • " s 
61 - Port ofAlgeria; 
"Ru! B . . "62 - e, ntanrua 
composer; 
63 - Make into law; 
64- Cried; 
6 5 - Prepared to drive; 
66 - Gift recipient; 
67 - Scottish refusals; 
Down 
1 - Ginger cookie; 
2- "Damn Yankees" 
character; 
3 - Norwegian saint; 
4-Tedium; 
5 - Rio Grande city; 
,, ,! ~ ·&, , 
7 -Assay; 
8 - Beetle juice?; 
9 - Something left out; 
10 - Trattoria treats; 
11 - Actor Estrada; 
12 - Pit; 
13 - Highly ranked 
competitor in sporting events; 
21 - Horse hair; 
23 - The loneliest number; 
25 - Anatomical passages; 
26 - Done for; 
27 - Mindlessly stupid; 
28 - Parsonage; 
30 - Short letters; 
31 - That group; 
32 - Brando's birthplace; 
,,,...,.,,.....,...,..,.., 
'-2 'l! 
a:, 
;;; 
S2 
~ ... ,r1'R'IT 
9 8 7 
9 
3 6 
1 
4 8 
6 
1 4 9 5 
7 8 
8 6 
4 
8 
6 1 ck lake;-Ba ,toB 
3 2 
6 
1 
7 
9 
4 
1 
5 9 
Cookit1g Jroke: 
Easy Chicken Alfredo 
~ i l J¥- 11..i 
INO-REPIENfS 
• 1 LJ. UNCOOKEV ANG-EL HAIR PASfA 
•2 JONELESS CHICKEN JREASf HALVES, 
COOKEV ANV CUJEV .... 
"I ~• 1 CAN SLICEV MUSHROOMS 
• 1 JAR ALFREVO SrYLE PASfA SAUCE 
• 1 PACKAG-E FROZEN MIXEV VEG-EfAJLES 
• 1/S CUP MILK 
INSfRUCflONS 
1. ltt a large pot, cook pasta itt boilittg salted 
water utttil al dettte. Praitt well. 
2. Meattwhile, itt a large saucepatt over 
t1tediut11-low heat, add cubed cooked chickett, 
t1tushroot1ts, Alfredo sauce, frozett vegetables 
attd t1tilk. Cook utttil a heated through. 
S. Serve war111 Alfredo sauce over cooked 
fettuccitte or littguitte ttoodles. 
Dave Gray / Flickr Recipe courtesy of cheatsheet.com 
HOROSCOPES: ·90s Kids Throwbacks 
\\ 
' ' ~('- \34 - Writer oflyric poetry; ~;...,Jt, CANCER June 22 - July 22 3 5 - Llmb ofa felled tree; ,/'\I'""....,
38 -Apprehended; ' -
42 - Payment for travel; 
43 - Massage; ... 
July 23 - Aug. 23 45 - Colored; -LEO 
46 - Environmental prefix; 
47 - Write down; VIB.00
50 - Attack a fly; 
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 51 - Shipping deduction; 
52-_kleine 
Nachtmusik; 
53 - King ofcomedy; LIBRA 
54 - Pleasing; Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
55 -Territory; 
56-Record; 
• AGUABIUS 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
,11 
~" PISCES 
(l ~ Feb. 20 - March 20 
ARIES 
March 21 -April 20 
~ ~TAURUS 
. ·'
,. 
April 21 - May 20 .. 
UOEMINI
1/J'u May 21 -June 21 
f 
~ 
~ 
57 - Tolkien tree creatures; w SCOR.PIO
60 - Year abroad; ~~s~~ 
Oct. 24- Nov. 21,'\·-· 
• SAOITTABIUS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN, 
l--- Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
Corey and Topanga should always 
be your (and mine) relationship ► 
goals. 
In middle school we didn't 
scrccnshot. We put them on 3-way► 
call and muted the phone. 
Thetruest Statement we heard: Girls 
go to college to get more knowledge. 
Boys go ro Jupiter to get more► 
srupider. 
Nothing made you happier when 
► you came to class and saw the roll 
away TV in the front of the class. 
Always wishing I could go back► 
to the days of Lizzie McGuire 
and That's So Raven, but Disney 
Channel will never be the same. 
If you didn't play MASH to figure► out your future, did you ever live? 
Can we go back to the days of 
writing letters in class? Tc:xting isn't► as fun as passing notes and hoping 
not to get caught. 
One Direction can never fill the 
► place in my heart of 98 Degrees and 
NSync. Boy bands forever. 
The only reason I was healthy as a 
child was because of the Flintstones ► 
vitamins. 
You used to call me on my house 
phone late at night when my parents
► were asleep. 
You're a true 90's kid if you know 
all of the lyrics to "Wannabe" by the► Spice Girls. So much love for Mel B. 
How to identify a 90's kid: give them 
2 lines of 3 marks and tell them to 
make a letter. If you can't make an S
► then you obviously didn't get bored 
in class in middle school. 
Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto/ Asst. TimeOut Editor 
~}~ conSTIPATIOn 
, ,, CLlnlCAL RESEARCH STUDY 
If you are one of many suffering from constipation/ 
irritable bowel syndrome with constipation 
(IBS-C}, you may be eligible to participate in this 
clinical research study to evaluate the safety and 
effectiveness of an investigational drug in treating 
consti pation/1 BS-C. 
Eligible participants must be: 
• at least 18 years of age 
• experiencing constipation/lBS-C for at least 6 months 
Qualified participants will receive study drug and 
study-related medical care at no cost. Health 
insurance is not necessary to participate. 
Compensation for time and travel may be 
provided for those who qualify. 
To learn more about this study 
and to see if you qualify, call: 
1-877-685-3685 
The persons depicted In this advertisement are models and the Images are being used for illustrative purposes only. 
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